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Last week I wrote a post about dozens of cats and dogs discovered at an abandoned home in Tennessee. I asked for your
help, not only to raise funds but to spread the word so we had a chance to find rescues, especially for these
cats who really were in dire need. Marion Animal Resource Connection [1], a small, 5013c located in the rural Marion
county, TN area was the only group to respond at first. They coordinated efforts as other rescues stepped in to help out after
we posted the news about this situation.

With YOUR HELP, this is what the friends of Covered in Cat Hair were able to accomplish:

MARC raised about $1000.00. 60% of that came from Covered in Cat Hair friends!
Because we helped raise the money, MARC could pay for 31 cats to be vetted. This made it VERY EASY for other
rescues like Catoosa Citizens for Animal Care [2] to take MANY of the cats. Since they didn't have to cover the vet
costs, all they have to do is provide food and love until those cats get adopted. They wouldn't have KNOWN about this
situation if it wasn't for all of you sharing our blog post!
Because April, the Founder of MARC placed 2 cats who need socializing into a barn placement (where they will be confined for
a few months while their new mom works with them and they'll have a home even if they don't become friendly) and a few
others found homes right away that leaves only 5 CATS LEFT at the home, that still need to be trapped, vetted and
put into rescue or be adopted.
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Considering 50 plus animals have been rescued, vetted and found safe haven for in the past
few weeks, this is really amazing news.
And YOU GUYS, KICKED ASS. This story would NOT have had such a happy ending if you hadn't made a donation or
shared a blog post. This part of TN is very rural with limited resources. So THANK YOU EVERYONE for helping make
this tragedy turn into something we can all feel proud of being part of.
----------------------MARC needs about $200.00 to finish up vetting the last 5 cats. If you'd like to help them there's still time to be
part of this happy story. GO HERE [3] TO DONATE.
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Not exactly fond of that expression, but definitely applauding the action and celebrating the victory! Sharing for the Five, with
love and *PRAYERS* <3
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